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High-yield crypto mining

Auditor partner
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Anticipated return

World-class hosting partner

A $300,000 investment yields over $60,000 per annum in

BlockLabs hosting partner – BR – is one of the world’s

profits for 3 years.

largest facilities, providing a fully-managed service and low

Rapid payback
Monthly dividends with an anticipated payback of 50% capital
in 8-11 months; and 100% capital in 11-20 months (base case).

Optimised profits

electricity prices.

Full transparency
BlockLabs is audited by BDO – the top-5 global audit firm
with over 88,000 staff across 187 countries.

BlockLabs' experienced team manage every aspect of the
operations to optimise profits, including device selection and

No speculation

acquisition, hosting management, efficient operation, pool

operation of IT assets, and not speculative trading of

selection, and sell strategy.

cryptocurrencies.

BlockLabs generates returns from the ownership and
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A GROWING $368 BILLION SECTOR

 Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin started over 10 years ago and
provide a highly secure and low-cost transacting tool.
 They are coming under the regulative purview of the 37country Financial Action Task Force (FATF), marking an
important step for cryptocurrencies towards the
mainstream. The FATF includes all the world’s major
economies.
 Cryptos are currently valued at over a third-of-a-trillion
dollars and growing exponentially.
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MINING UNDERPINS
THE ENTIRE CRYPTO ECOSYSTEM
 Mining is the process of creating bitcoins by
operating specialised computer equipment (called
ASICs). ASICs perform complex calculations to verify
and secure transactions on the blockchain.

 Mining has become an important component in the
investment portfolios of HNIs and family offices due
to the consistently high returns.

 Mining is a value-adding, asset-based, IT function that
underpins the entire crypto ecosystem, enabling the
market to work. It is distinct from the speculative
business of trading in cryptocurrencies.

Selection of HNI and family office investors in mining

 The Bitcoin mining industry requires $6.4 billion to
fund the required upgrade cycle to end-2021. $2.3
billion should come from internal cash generation,
leaving an external funding gap of $4.1 billion*.

- Formation 8/Palantir, USA

- Passport Capital, USA
- Bailey Family Office, USA
- Vik Hotels, Norway
- Fortress Capital, USA
- Rocket Internet, Germany
- ex Parry Capital CIO) USA
- Digital Currency Group, USA
The above investors host their mining equipment at the BR data centre in Russia

* Sam Doctor, Bitooda: Bitcoin Power Analysis: Hashrate Implications and Miner
Economics, 15 July 2020
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AN EFFICIENT MINING OPERATOR
BLOCKLABS OVERVIEW

 BlockLabs owns and operates cryptocurrency mining devices. The devices are hosted and operated at DM / BR’s data centre in
Russia – one of the world's largest crypto mining data centres outside China.
 Investors hold shares in BlockLabs, giving them ownership of the mining equipment; investment is fully covered by these fixed
assets. Investors will receive monthly dividends.

 The SPV is expertly-managed to maximise returns – including optimal device selection; monitoring and R&M to maintain very
high uptime; negotiation of low electricity prices; best practice pool management; and optimal Bitcoin selling strategy.
 Electricity is the largest component of operating cost, and therefore the driver of profitability. BlockLabs has a highly
competitive fixed contract for full opex including electricity.
 Mined Bitcoins will be regularly converted to USD to avoid exchange risk. A limited amount of leverage may be employed to
further enhance returns.
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MINING REVENUE EFFICIENCY
BASIS FOR FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS
Mining revenue efficiency, measured by $ per TH/s per day, combines
Bitcoin price and mining difficulty/total network hash rate.
Mining Revenue: historic chart post last halving event
USD per TH/s per day
Upside
$0.1006 per TH/s

Average
$0.0852 per TH/s
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DETAILED FINANCIALS

BASE CASE PROJECTIONS (USD)
Year 1
Net Revenue

Year 2

Year 3

303,061

330,612

330,612

Opex

(134,244)

(146,448)

(146,448)

EBITDA

162,307

177,654

145,063

Capex

(300,000)

Net cashflow

(137,693)

Total return

185,024

IRR per annum

177,654

145,063

44.2%

50% capital paid back

11 months

100% capital paid back

20 months
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DETAILED FINANCIALS

* FOR GENERAL UNDERSTANDING ONLY

Mining
Cashflow $
Aug-20

(300,000)

Sep-20

15,636

Oct-20

15,636

Nov-20

15,636

Dec-20

15,636

Jan-21

15,636

Feb-21

15,636

Mar-21

15,636

Apr-21

15,636

⋮

⋮

Feb-23

15,636

Mar-23

15,636

Apr-23

15,636

May-23

12,346

Jun-23

15,636

Jul-23

15,636

Cash generated

522,938

Property
Cashflow

$

(300,000)
4,500

4,500

4,500

⋮
4,500

4,500
300,000
354,000
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BLOCKLABS

EMPLOYS A LOW RISK BUSINESS MODEL

Fluctuations in Bitcoin generation and price:

The base case assumes revenue generated per TH/s that is 24% above
the breakeven point, leaving significant room for adverse movements
in Bitcoin price and mining difficulty/total network hash rate.
Furthermore, short-term falls in Bitcoin price can be managed by
holding the coins for a limited duration before selling.

Electricity price:

The largest component of operating expenses is the cost of
electricity, and this price drives the difference between profitable
mining operations and unprofitable ones. BlockLabs leverages BR’s
strategic location close to a hydro power plant, from which it can
obtain electricity at highly-competitive rates.

Uptime:

BlockLabs will maintain very high uptime rates through close
monitoring of equipment; and on-site expertise and stock of spare
parts, to enable fast repairs and maintenance. Furthermore, BR
industrial-grade facility has redundant internet and power
connections to minimise downtime.

Asset-backing:

BlockLabs operates an asset-based business where shareholders’
investments are used to purchase, and are covered by, the same
value of moveable equipment. The devices are insured for fire, theft
and natural disasters by a major insurer.

Black swan events such as covid-19:

Mining returns have been unaffected by the covid-19 induced
economic crisis for two reasons:
(1) cryptocurrencies are not tied to any geopolitical institutions or
sovereignties, whose policies and balance sheet’s affect the price of
traditional currencies;
(2) the demand for cryptocurrencies had not been negatively
unaffected by the fall in economic growth.

Changes in country specifics:

The devices are moveable and can be shipped to a data centre in a
different location or country.
www.blocklabs.tech
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KEY PARTNERS

One of the world’s largest
crypto hosting facilities
10,000 sqm data centre for industrial scale crypto mining
Strategic location close to major hydro electric power plant
Installed electricity capacity 100 MW
Experienced team with strong industry resources to manage largescale mining operations

World’s 5th largest
audit firm
BDO is a professional services firm providing assurance, tax,
financial advisory and consulting services to a wide range of
publicly traded and privately held companies. For 100 years,
BDO has provided quality service through the active
involvement of experienced and committed professionals. The
firm serves clients in 167 countries, has a headcount of 88,120
and revenues of $9.6 billion.
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BITRIVER OVERVIEW
< Mining rigs mounted inside racks at the BR
cryptocurrency mining farm in Russia.
BR hosts over 60,000 mining devices across
10,000 sqm.
(drop an email for video tour)

Hydroelectric Power Station produces >
22.6 TWh of electricity annually.
BR’s data centre has direct access to low-cost
electricity from this facility.
www.blocklabs.tech
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STRUCTURE

Referred SPV

DML

Registration Authority

RAK ICC (Offshore)

Activity

Own and operate cryptocurrency mining devices

Shareholding

Investor shares with dividends and liquidation rights, redeemable by the company after 3 years at nil
value, being the minimum productive life of the equipment

Leverage

Maximum 100% debt to equity ratio

Management Fee

2% of investment value per annum

Performance Fee

Managers will receive 20% of profits after investors have received 120% (investment plus return)

Hosting Partner

BR– one of the world’s largest crypto hosting providers

Audit Partner

BDO – globally the 5th largest audit firm

www.blocklabs.tech
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DISCLAIMER

This document (and the information contained herein) is confidential and proprietary to BlockLabs (“BL”), and/or its respective affiliates (as applicable) and must not be disclosed to any third party, reproduced or
disseminated without the prior written consent of Deepmine, except to the extent required pursuant to applicable law, rules or regulations or an order by a court of law (or similar) or a governmental or regulatory
authority with competent jurisdiction (in which case the recipient shall, unless prohibited from doing so by applicable law, rule or regulation, notify BlockLabs of the same as soon as reasonably practicable and
take reasonable steps to prevent any further disclosure). By accepting this document, you hereby agree to the foregoing and any other terms and conditions set out below.
Nothing herein constitutes (or should be construed as) a solicitation of an offer to buy or offer, or recommendation, to acquire or dispose of any security, commodity, or investment or to engage in any other
transaction, nor investment, legal, tax or accounting advice. This document is being provided for information purposes only and on the basis that you make your own investment decisions; no action is being
solicited by presenting the information contained herein. The information presented herein does not take account of your particular investment objectives or financial situation and does not constitute (and should
not be construed as) a personal recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise participate in any particular investment or transaction. The information contained herein is not directed at (nor intended for distribution
to or use by) any person in any jurisdiction where it is or would be contrary to applicable law or jurisdiction to access (or be distributed) and/or use such information, including (without limitation) Retail Clients.
This document contains forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements can be identified by words such as: “anticipate”, “aspire”, “intend”, “plan”, “offer”, “goal”, “objective”, “potential”, “seek”, “believe”,
“project”, “estimate”, “expect”, “forecast”, “assume”, “strategy”, “target”, “trend”, “future”, “likely”, “may”, “should”, “will” and similar references to future periods. Forward-looking statements are neither historical
facts nor assurances of future performance. Instead, they are based only on current beliefs, expectations and assumptions regarding the future of the relevant business, future plans and strategies, projections,
anticipated events and trends, the economy and other future conditions. Because forward-looking statements relate to the future, they are subject to inherent uncertainties, risks and changes in circumstances
that are difficult to predict and many of which are outside of our control. Actual results and financial conditions may differ materially from those indicated in the forward-looking statements. Forecasts are based
on complex calculations and formulas that contain substantial subjectivity and no express or implied prediction made should be interpreted as investment advice. There can be no assurance that market
conditions will perform according to any forecast or that the firm will achieve its objectives or that investors will receive a return of their capital. The projections or other forward-looking information regarding
the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results and are not guarantees of future investment results. There can be no assurance that unrealized
investments will be realized at the valuations shown or in accordance with any return projections. Actual realized returns depend on, among other factors, future operating results, the value of the assets and
market conditions at the time of disposition, related transaction costs and the timing and manner of sale, all of which may differ from the assumptions on which the valuations and projections contained herein are
based. Past performance is not indicative of future results and nothing herein should be deemed a prediction or projection of future outcomes. Some forward-looking statements and assumptions are based on
analysis of data prepared by third party reports, which should be analyzed on their own merits. Third party sources referenced are believed to be reliable, but the accuracy or completeness of such information
cannot be guaranteed. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by BlockLabs as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information and opinions contained in this document.
BlockLabs does not undertake any obligation to update any statement herein, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise. Investments in any opportunity referred to herein can be
made only pursuant to the definitive investment documents relating to such opportunity, which may only be provided upon request to eligible investors (as defined in such documentation). Investments in
opportunities such as those described herein entail significant risks and are suitable only to certain investors as part of an overall diversified investment strategy and only for investors who are able to withstand
a total loss of investment.

For More details, contact us on:
sales@blocklabs.tech
+971 55 7266727 / +971 55 7279597
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